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The study of spetral variability of O-type stars led, in a few ases, to the disoveryof variations with periods of a fration of a day (see e.g. � Pup, Baade 1991, and � Oph,Kambe et al. 1997). These variations are often onsidered to be the signature of non-radial pulsations. More reently, Rauw et al. (2008) investigated in detail the ase ofHD93521 and reported on variations on time sales of 1.75 and 2.89 h. As only a handfulof O-type stars displaying short-term variations are known, any new detetion onstitutesas signi�ant improvement of the atalog of short-term varying massive stars.In this paper, we present the results of a spetrosopi monitoring of two O-type stars.HD13268 is an ON8V star that belongs to the PerOB1 assoiation. HD15137 (O9.5V) is arunaway SB1 system (P� 30 d) whose preliminary orbital parameters have been publishedby Boyajian et al. (2005) and MSwain et al. (2007). The former authors suggested thatthis star may have been ejeted from the nearby luster NGC654 in the Perseus spiralarm. Both stars display broad absorption lines due to a rather high rotational veloity.Their projeted rotational veloities are respetively estimated to be equal to 302 km s�1(Penny 1996) and 178 km s�1 (Conti & Ebbets 1977).Our analysis is based on data olleted with the Aur�elie spetrograph at the 1.52-mtelesope of the Observatoire de Haute Provene (OHP, Frane). In the ase of HD13268,the time series is onstituted of 62 spetra obtained between Otober 2004 and November2007, but most of the data were obtained during 4 nights in autumn 2007 (see Table 1).We observed HD15137 44 times during the same epoh, with 12 spetra obtained on thesame night with a timespan of about 6 hours (on 2006, Otober 26th, see Table 2). Ourspetra overed wavelengths between 4460 and 4890�A , with a resolving power of about8000. Exposure times were of the order of 25{45 minutes depending on the sky onditions.The signal-to-noise of our spetra { estimated in regions devoid of spetral lines { washigher than 200. The data were redued following the proedure desribed by Rauw &De Beker (2004).We applied the Time Variane Spetrum (TVS) analysis tehnique as desribed byFullerton et al. (1996) to our spetral time series. In the ase of HD13268, we deteted asigni�ant { although weak { variability in the pro�le of He i � 4471, He i �� 4542,4686,and H�. This variability was present both in the omplete data set, and in data sets ofindividual nights during whih several spetra were olleted. We analyzed our time se-ries using the generalized Fourier tehnique of Hek et al. (1985) and revised by Gosset et
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al. (2001). This tehnique is espeially adapted to the ase of unequally spaed data. Thepower spetra are shown in Fig. 1 for He ii � 4686 and H�. Our results point to potentialvariability time sales of 14.5 and 6.7 h respetively for the two lines, even though signif-iant residuals are still present after prewhitening (see middle panels of Fig. 1). Severalfators are likely to ontribute to these residuals: (i) the reported time sales may be in-orret (aliasing, ...), (ii) the low amplitude of the variations makes our temporal analysisvery sensitive to noise, and (iii) more than one unidenti�ed time sale may ontributeto the deteted variations. The studies of the other few examples of short-term varyingO-type stars suggest indeed that multiperiodi variations are ourring.Table 1. Journal of the observations of HD13268. The helioentri Julian date at mid-exposure is givenas HJD - 2 450 000, and the date (yyyy/mm/dd) is that of the beginning of the night.# HJD Date # HJD Date # HJD Date1 3286.512 2004/10/07 22 4396.484 2007/10/22 43 4421.454 2007/11/162 3289.595 2004/10/10 23 4396.505 2007/10/22 44 4421.475 2007/11/163 3290.490 2004/10/11 24 4396.551 2007/10/22 45 4421.499 2007/11/164 3294.634 2004/10/15 25 4396.574 2007/10/22 46 4421.549 2007/11/165 3295.482 2004/10/16 26 4396.595 2007/10/22 47 4421.573 2007/11/166 3295.672 2004/10/16 27 4407.364 2007/11/02 48 4421.598 2007/11/167 3296.597 2004/10/17 28 4407.381 2007/11/02 49 4422.356 2007/11/178 3648.620 2005/10/04 29 4407.399 2007/11/02 50 4422.373 2007/11/179 3652.586 2005/10/08 30 4407.418 2007/11/02 51 4422.388 2007/11/1710 3654.456 2005/10/10 31 4407.436 2007/11/02 52 4422.402 2007/11/1711 3982.621 2006/09/03 32 4407.454 2007/11/02 53 4422.439 2007/11/1712 3984.575 2006/09/05 33 4407.473 2007/11/02 54 4422.454 2007/11/1713 4034.408 2006/10/25 34 4407.490 2007/11/02 55 4422.469 2007/11/1714 4034.466 2006/10/25 35 4407.553 2007/11/02 56 4422.484 2007/11/1715 4034.524 2006/10/25 36 4407.570 2007/11/02 57 4422.516 2007/11/1716 4034.585 2006/10/25 37 4407.691 2007/11/02 58 4422.533 2007/11/1717 4035.386 2006/10/26 38 4421.613 2007/11/16 59 4422.557 2007/11/1718 4396.369 2007/10/22 39 4421.350 2007/11/16 60 4422.570 2007/11/1719 4396.392 2007/10/22 40 4421.370 2007/11/16 61 4422.594 2007/11/1720 4396.414 2007/10/22 41 4421.393 2007/11/16 62 4422.608 2007/11/1721 4396.462 2007/10/22 42 4421.433 2007/11/16

Table 2. Journal of the observations of HD15137.# HJD Date # HJD Date # HJD Date1 3652.642 2005/10/08 16 4035.545 2006/10/26 31 4409.528 2007/11/042 3654.538 2005/10/10 17 4035.568 2006/10/26 32 4410.475 2007/11/053 3980.585 2006/09/01 18 4035.588 2006/10/26 33 4411.551 2007/11/064 3982.552 2006/09/03 19 4035.611 2006/10/26 34 4412.504 2007/11/075 3984.545 2006/09/05 20 4035.632 2006/10/26 35 4413.584 2007/11/086 4033.406 2006/10/24 21 4035.655 2006/10/26 36 4414.530 2007/11/097 4033.495 2006/10/24 22 4396.438 2007/10/22 37 4415.546 2007/11/108 4033.602 2006/10/24 23 4397.516 2007/10/23 38 4416.453 2007/11/119 4034.670 2006/10/25 24 4400.646 2007/10/26 39 4417.467 2007/11/1210 4035.413 2006/10/26 25 4401.598 2007/10/27 40 4418.383 2007/11/1311 4035.437 2006/10/26 26 4402.588 2007/10/28 41 4419.412 2007/11/1412 4035.458 2006/10/26 27 4405.599 2007/10/31 42 4421.525 2007/11/1613 4035.480 2006/10/26 28 4406.590 2007/11/01 43 4422.421 2007/11/1714 4035.502 2006/10/26 29 4407.532 2007/11/02 44 4423.322 2007/11/1815 4035.524 2006/10/26 30 4408.591 2007/11/03In the ase of HD15137, our sampling of high frequenies is rather poor as this star
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was intensively observed during only one night. However, the TVS indiates a signi�antline pro�le variability of at least He i � 4471 and H�, i.e. the strongest absorption linesin the blue spetrum, during that partiular night. The omparison of the line pro�lesobtained during a same night reveals indeed variations from one spetrum to the other,with time intervals of the order of 30{40 minutes between two onseutive observations.These variations an be seen in the line pro�les plotted in the left part of Fig. 2. Wenote that it is unlikely that these variations be due to the orbital motion of the SB1as its period is of the order of 30 d, i.e. muh longer than the time sales investigatedduring a single night. The right part of Fig. 2 shows the power spetrum of the ompletetime series for H�. The wavelength position of the line pro�le has been orreted for theorbital motion before omputing the power spetrum. The orretions were alulatedon the basis of a SB1 orbital solution omputed from our data and the radial veloitiespublished by Boyajian et al. (2005) and MSwain et al. (2005), using the same method asDe Beker et al. (2006). We note the presene of a family of peaks lose to 2 d�1. Somepower is also found at higher frequenies (see for instane a low amplitude family of peakswhose presene is suggested around 10 d�1). A muh better sampling of high frequeniesis however needed in order to larify the situation and propose valuable values for theshort variability time sale(s). We note that Boyajian et al. (2005) already suggested theourrene of short-term variations for this star.

He II λ 4686 Hβ

= 1.6525 dν −1 = 3.5725 dν −1

Figure 1. Fourier analysis of He ii � 4686 between 4682 and 4685�A (left part) and H� between 4857and 4860�A (right part) in the ase of HD13268. Upper panels: mean power spetrum over the spei�edwavelength domain. Middle panels: prewhitened power spetrum using the spei�ed frequenyorresponding to the highest peak in the upper panel. Signi�ant residual power is still present, but amuh better sampling of higher frequenies is requested in order to determine aurately the variabilitytime sales. Lower panels: spetral window related to the data sampling.
Considering (i) the low amplitude of the variations and (ii) their rather high frequeny,intensive monitoring with large olleting area telesopes is really needed if one wants toinvestigate the short term behaviour of these stars. Typially, several omplete nights on4-m lass telesopes, using rather high resolving power (at least 20000), should be devotedto these targets in order to haraterize their short term variations in a way similar tothat of HD93521 (Rauw et al. 2008) or � Oph (Kambe et al. 1997).
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Figure 2. Left part: Line pro�les of He i � 4471 and H� in the ase of HD15137. The seleted spetraare those obtained during a single night (number #10 to #21 in Table 2, from the top to the bottom).Right part: Fourier analysis of the omplete time series (44 spetra) for H� after orretion for the SB1orbital motion. We note that some residual power due to the orbital motion may still be present at lowfrequenies. The power spetrum suggests however the presene of frequenies likely related to timesales of a fration of a day.
In summary, we report on the detetion of signi�ant variations on time sales of a fra-tion of a day in the blue spetrum of two late-type main-sequene O stars: HD13268 andHD15137. The frequeny sampling of our time series did not allow us to determine thevariability time sale, but we laim that these stars should be onsidered as very valuabletargets for future studies aiming at investigating rapid variations in O-type stars. Suhvariations may be the signature of non-radial pulsations, or of strutures related to ir-umstellar rotating material. Intensive high spetral resolution spetrosopi ampaignsare needed to investigate suh a behaviour.Aknowledgements. MD would like to thank Dr Hugues Sana for preparing andproviding the orbital solution pakage. The authors aknowledge the support from theFNRS (Belgium), the `Communaut�e Fran�aise' (Belgium), as well as through the XMMand INTEGRAL PRODEX ontrat (Belspo).
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